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-- FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

THE DUNHAM GROUP TAPS WRITERS NOAM DROMI
AND EVAN GREENE TO ADAPT SALLY FERNANDEZ’S
CLIMATIZED NOVEL

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA (March 27, 2018) _ The
Dunham Group has tapped writer/producer Noam Dromi
and Evan Greene to develop MAX FORD, a multi-film
franchise adapted from Climatized, the latest novel by
acclaimed author Sally Fernandez.
The riveting story follows loner and former CIA agent Max
Ford across the globe as she is plunged into an
international conspiracy led by a shadow organization
whose influence reaches the highest levels of our
government.
Los Angeles-based Dromi and Greene last collaborated on
War Within The Cartel, a live action prequel to Wildlands,
Ubisoft's latest release in the billion-dollar Ghost Recon
game franchise, which Greene wrote and Dromi produced.
Dromi, the co-writer of the 2011 Warner Bros/Alcon
Entertainment franchise Dolphin Tale, most recently
produced the Walking Dead digital spinoff series Red
Machete. In addition to his work as a screenwriter, Greene is also the Chief Marketing Officer for the
Recording Academy, the organization responsible for the GRAMMYs.
Max Ford will be produced by The Dunham Group in association with award-winning, Los Angeles-
based Legion of Creatives, with an eye toward building Max Ford into an espionage action franchise
around its protagonist character in the spirit of the Jason Bourne series. Legion of Creatives CEO Jay
Williams and John Gado will also produce with Dromi and Greene. Climatized author Sally Fernandez
and her editor/husband Joe Fernandez will serve as executive producers with The Dunham Group
CEO David Dunham.

About The Dunham Group
The Dunham Group is a publishing and development company that partners with established
producers, writers and production companies throughout the international marketplace, bringing the
literary properties of best-selling authors for feature film, TV and transmedia development.

About Sally Fernandez
As a novelist of provocative political thrillers steeped in facts, Fernandez wasn’t always twisting facts
with fiction. Heavily endowed with skills acquired in banking, she embarked on her writing career. Her
focus on computer technology, business consulting, and project management, enhanced by business
and technical writing, proved to be a boon. Her books of fiction also reflect the knowledge garnered
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from her business experiences, while living in New York City, San Francisco, and Hong Kong.
Readers have said she pens riveting plots of intrigue and political awakening, seamlessly blending
fact with fiction… or fiction with fact.

Fernandez’ foray into writing fiction officially began in 2007 when the presidential election cycle was in
full swing. She has just completed her sixth novel, The Beekeeper’s Secret_the second in The Max
Ford Series. Her adventure travels with her husband include a scientific expedition in Antarctica, four
African safaris, archaeological digs in Majorca and Peru, along with high-altitude treks in Bhutan,
Tibet, and Mongolia.

About Legion of Creatives
Legion of Creatives (LOC) is an immersive content studio working with the world's leading
storytellers. Recognized as a market leader in multi-platform narrative programming, LOC's principals
won the first ever Primetime Creative Arts Emmy award for virtual reality storytelling in 2015. The
company has brought together some of the best writers, producers, creators and consumer brands in
entertainment to launch a global media business that will create, own and distribute premium
programming tailor-made for today's digital and mobile natives. LOC's business and production model
disrupts traditional media's current approach to producing and distributing alternative content formats
through the use of proprietary technology, digital strategy and integrated marketing expertise. Legion
of Creatives was founded by former Walt Disney Company Executive and President of K.O. Paper
Products Jay Williams, and Digital Guru/Writer/Producer Noam Dromi.
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